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Deterministic quantum teleportation with
feed-forward in a solid state system
L. Steffen1, Y. Salathe1, M. Oppliger1, P. Kurpiers1, M. Baur1{, C. Lang1, C. Eichler1, G. Puebla-Hellmann1, A. Fedorov1{
& A. Wallraff1

Engineered macroscopic quantum systems based on superconduct-
ing electronic circuits are attractive for experimentally exploring
diverse questions in quantum information science1–3. At the current
state of the art, quantum bits (qubits) are fabricated, initialized,
controlled, read out and coupled to each other in simple circuits.
This enables the realization of basic logic gates4, the creation of
complex entangled states5,6 and the demonstration of algorithms7

or error correction8. Using different variants of low-noise parametric
amplifiers9, dispersive quantum non-demolition single-shot readout
of single-qubit states with high fidelity has enabled continuous10 and
discrete11 feedback control of single qubits.Herewe realize full deter-
ministic quantum teleportation with feed-forward in a chip-based
superconducting circuit architecture12–14. We use a set of two para-
metric amplifiers for both joint two-qubit and individual qubit sin-
gle-shot readout, combinedwith flexible real-time digital electronics.
Our device uses a crossed quantum bus technology that allows us to
create complex networks with arbitrary connecting topology in a pla-
nar architecture. The deterministic teleportation process succeeds
with order unit probability for any input state, as we prepare maxi-
mally entangled two-qubit states as a resource and distinguish all Bell
states in a single two-qubit measurement with high efficiency and
high fidelity. We teleport quantum states between two macroscopic
systems separated by 6mmat a rate of 104 s21, exceeding other repor-
ted implementations. The low transmission loss of superconducting
waveguides is likely to enable the rangeof this andother schemes tobe
extended to significantly larger distances, enabling tests of non-loc-
ality and the realization of elements for quantum communication at
microwave frequencies. The demonstrated feed-forward may also
find application in error correction schemes.
Transferring the state of an information carrier from a sender to a

receiver is anessential primitive inboth classical andquantumcommuni-
cation and information processing. In a quantum mechanical context,
teleportation describes the process of transferring an unknown quantum
state between two parties at two different physical locations without
transferring the physical carrier of information itself. Instead, teleporta-
tion makes use of the non-local correlations provided by an entangled
pair shared between the sender and the receiver and the exchange of
classical information15. This concept is central to extending the range
of quantum communication using quantum repeaters16 and can also
be used to implement logic gates for universal quantum computation17.
In the original teleportation protocol15, the unknown state jyinæ of

qubit Q1 in possession of the sender is transferred to the receiver’s
qubit, Q3 (Fig. 1a). To enable this task, sender and receiver prepare in
advance a maximally entangled (Bell) state between an ancillary qubit
Q2, which remains with the sender, and Q3, which is located at the
receiver. Then the sender performs ameasurement ofQ1 andQ2 in the
Bell basis, which projects the two qubits in the sender’s possession onto
one of the four possible Bell states W+

�

�

�

~ 00j i+ 11j ið Þ
�

H2 and
Y+
�

�

�

~ 01j i+ 10j ið Þ
�

H2. As a consequence the receiver’s qubit Q3
is projected instantaneously and without ever having interacted with
the sender’s qubit Q1 onto a state youtj i~ , X, Z, ~Y

� �

yinj i (where

X~ŝx , Z~ŝz and ~Y~iŝy are the Pauli matrices), which differs from
the input state jyinæ only by a single-qubit rotation, depending on the
four possiblemeasurement results. To always recover the original state
jyinæ the receiver has to rotate the output state of Q3 conditioned on
the outcome of the Bell measurement communicated to the receiver as
two bits of information by means of a classical channel. This final step
is frequently referred to as feed-forward, because the outcome of a
measurement performed on one part of a system is used to control
another part of the same quantum system. This is in contrast to acting
back on the same quantum system in a feedback process.
The success of the teleportation protocol in every instance with unit

fidelity is counterintuitive from a classical point of view. The receiver’s
qubit does not interact with any other qubit after jyinæ is prepared. The
classical information sent by the sender is not sufficient to recreate
jyinæ perfectly at the receiver. Indeed, assuming no entanglement
between sender and receiver, one can replicate the sender’s state at
best with a fidelity of 2/3 (ref. 18) because only a fraction of informa-
tion about jyinæ is obtained by a single projective measurement.
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Figure 1 | Circuit diagram of quantum teleportation. a, The original
protocol starts with the preparation of a Bell state between Q2 and Q3 (blue
box), followed by the preparation of an arbitrary state |yinæ (green box) and a
Bell-state measurement of Q1 and Q2 (red box). The classical information
extracted by the measurement of Q1 and Q2 is transferred to the receiver to
perform local gates conditioned on the measurement outcomes. After the
protocol, Q3 is in state |youtæ, which ideally is identical to |yinæ (also coloured
green).Here,H is theHadamard gate, andX andZ are Paulimatrices. The CNOT
gate is represented by a vertical line between the control qubit (.) and the target
qubit (›). b, The protocol implemented in our experiment uses controlled-
PHASE gates indicated by vertical lines between the relevant qubits (.), and
single-qubit rotations Rh

+y of angle h about the6y axis. To finalize the
teleportation we either post-select on any single one of the four measurement
outcomes (00, 01, 10 and 11) acquired in a single shot, or we deterministically
use all four outcomes, which we then may use to implement feed-forward. The
feed-forward operators Rp

x and Rp
y are applied to Q3 conditioned on the four

measurement outcomes according to the table presented in the box framed by a
black line.
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In pioneering work the teleportation protocol was first implemented
with single photons19 over laboratory-scale distances and later also over
kilometre-scale distances in free space20. However, in these experiments
only two out of four Bell states were distinguished unambiguously, limi-
ting the efficiency of the protocol to 50% at best. A proof-of-principle
experiment that can distinguish all four Bell states was implemented
using nonlinear photon interaction21, but the efficiency of the detection
step was much below 1%. With photonic continuous-variable states,
teleportation has been achieved deterministically for all measurement
outcomes and the final conditional rotation has been implemented to
complete the teleportation protocol22. In atomic qubits, fully determin-
istic quantum teleportation has been realized over micrometre-scale
distances with ions in the same trap23,24. Non-deterministically the pro-
tocol has also been implemented between ions in different traps25 and in
atomic ensembles26.
The experimental realization of teleportation faces several import-

ant challenges that have been sequentially addressed over many years
of research in most physical realizations. The ideal protocol requires
the creation of an entangled pair shared between the sender and
the receiver, a two-qubit measurement identifying all four Bell states
at the sender, and feed-forward of the classical information to perform
the final qubit state rotation to complete the protocol, all at high effi-
ciency and fidelity. In addition it is frequently desired to run the pro-
tocol at a high rate and over large distances to maximize its usefulness.
Here we demonstrate in a solid state system post-selected teleporta-

tion, deterministic teleportation and deterministic teleportation with
feed-forward in a single experimental setting.Our experiment addresses
all of the above criteria with the exception of realizing space-like sepa-
ration between the sender and the receiver. The coherent part of the
teleportation protocol presented here has previously been characterized

in our laboratory by performing full-state tomography of three qubits
interacting with a single mode field27. That work has allowed us to test
the protocol up to, but not including, the essential single-shot readout
and feed-forward steps, which are the focus of this study.
In the realization of teleportation presented here, we use three super-

conducting transmon qubits3 (Q1, Q2 and Q3) coupled to three super-
conducting coplanar waveguide resonators (R1, R2 and R3) in a circuit
quantum electrodynamics setup12 (Fig. 2). At the sender, qubits Q1 and
Q2are coupled capacitively to resonatorR1; at the receiver,Q3 is coupled
to R3. The individual resonators R1 and R3 allow the sender and the
receiver toperform independentmeasurementsof their qubits, asdetailed
below. In addition, Q2 andQ3 are coupled to R2. The resonators R2 and
R1 act as quantum buses to realize two-qubit controlled-PHASE (CPHASE)
gates7used to create a sharedBell statedistributedbetween the sender and
the receiver and to perform a deterministic Bell state analysis at the
sender. We perform single-qubit rotations with an average fidelity of
greater than98%by applying amplitude-controlled andphase-controlled
microwave pulses through individual charge gate lines. The transition
frequency of each qubit is controlled by individual flux bias lines.
We start the protocol by heralding the three-qubit ground state

based on a single-shot measurement of all qubits. Using single-qubit
rotations and a CPHASE gate with process fidelity 90%, a Bell state
with state fidelity 92% is created on demand between qubits Q2
and Q3 that is shared between the sender and the receiver (blue box
in Fig. 1b). Only after the creation of the shared entanglement, we use
a single-qubit rotation to prepare the state of qubit Q1 to be teleported.
As an essential part of the protocol, we perform a Bell measure-

ment of qubits Q1 and Q2 at the sender by mapping the Bell basis
{jW2æ, jY2æ, jW1æ, jY1æ} onto the computational basis {j00æ, j01æ,
j10æ, j11æ} using a CNOT gate and a Hadamard gate (red box in
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Figure 2 | Diagrams of sample and measurement setup. a, Chip design
including three resonators R1, R2 andR3 (black) with corresponding input and
output lines (red) used for readout and coupling of three transmon qubits Q1,
Q2 andQ3 (orange). The fourth qubit in the lower right corner of the chip is not
used. The local microwave charge gate lines (green) are used for single-qubit
rotations; the local flux-bias lines (blue) permit nanosecond time control of the
qubit frequencies to implement two-qubit operations. Below: false-colour
micrographs of Q1 (left) coupled to resonator R1, and Q2 (right) coupled to
both resonators R1 and R2. The microfabricated aluminium air bridges visible
as bright white strips realize crossovers for the resonator lines. Air bridges are
also used to suppress spurious electromagnetic modes by connecting the
ground planes across the coplanar wave guides. b, Simplified diagram of the
measurement setup with the same colour code as in a. c, Amplitude-controlled
and phase-controlled microwave pulses are applied to the qubits using

sideband modulation of an up-conversion in-phase quadrature (IQ) mixer
driven by a local oscillator (LO) and modulated by an arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG). d, Themeasurement signals transmitted through R1 and R3
are amplified using Josephson parametric amplifiers (JPA) pumped by an LO
through a directional coupler (D), which is also used for phase (w) and
amplitude (A) controlled cancellation of the pump leakage, and coupled to and
isolated from the sample by two circulators (C). e, The signal is further
amplified by high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifiers at 4K and
chains of ultra-low-noise (ULN) and low-noise (LN) room-temperature (RT)
amplifiers. f, The transmission signal of both resonators is down-converted to
an intermediate frequency (IF) in an IQ mixer pumped by a dedicated LO,
digitized, and fed into field-programmable gate array (FPGA) logic for real-
time data analysis and triggering the conditioned feed-forward step.
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Fig. 1a). We realize this basis transformation by using single-qubit rota-
tions and a CPHASE gate. Then we perform a projective joint readout28 of
the states of Q1 and Q2 by measuring the transmission amplitude and
phase of resonator R1. A given Bell state is transformed to the corres-
ponding computational basis state, resulting in the corresponding out-
put state youtj i~ , X, Z, ~Y

� �

yinj i of Q3.
To perform a post-selected teleportation protocol, it is sufficient to

distinguish only one of the four Bell states, say j00æ, ideally occurring
with a probability of 1/4, with high fidelity from all other states
(j01æ, j10æ and j11æ) by using the aforementioned scheme. This is pos-
sible in our setup by performing a dispersive single-shot qubit readout
with a fidelity of (91.06 0.2)%. For this purpose we amplify a mea-
surement tone applied to R1 with a Josephson parametric amplifier
operated in the phase-sensitive mode, in which no or only very little
noise is added to the signal9. If the measurement of Q1 and Q2 returns
00, qubit Q3 is instantaneously projected to the desired state jyinæ not
requiring any additional rotations at the receiver’s qubit to complete
teleportation.
With a second, independent, parametric amplifier, also operated in

the phase-sensitive mode, a measurement tone transmitted through
resonator R3 is used to read out the state of qubit Q3with a single-shot
fidelity of (89.16 0.5)%. In post-selection (ps), state tomography of
Q3 conditioned on a 00 measurement of Q1 and Q2 reveals the ori-
ginal input state with an average fidelity of �F ps,00

s ~ 81:9+1:3ð Þ%
(ExtendedData Fig. 3a). By characterizing jyoutæ for four linearly inde-
pendent input states jyinæ, we perform full process tomography29 of the
state transfer by teleportation fromQ1 toQ3 to reconstruct the process
matrix x00, which has a fidelity of F ps,00

p ~ 72:5+1:3ð Þ% with respect
to the expected identity operation. The process fidelityF p is related to
the average output-state fidelity �Fs byF p~

�F s dz1ð Þ{1ð Þ
�

d, where
d is the dimensionality of the input state and output state.

It is important to note that in post-selection we are able to map any
of the four Bell states to the computational basis state j00æ on demand
by applying p-pulses to Q1 and/or Q2 right before their joint readout.
This allows us to post-select individually on any of the fourBell states and
to determine the corresponding process matrices x00,01,10,11. The experi-
mentally obtained processmatrices (Fig. 3a) agree well with the expected
processes. The average output-state fidelity �F ps

s ~ 81:7+1:4ð Þ% of all
four processes is clearly above the classical limit of 2/3 (ref. 18). This
results in an average process fidelity when post-selecting on a single Bell
state of �F ps

p ~ 72:0+1:4ð Þ%, well above the classical limit of 1/2. The
output-state fidelity is predominantly limited by the relaxation and
dephasing of our qubits, which affects both the effective gate and readout
fidelity (see Methods).
To identify uniquely and simultaneously the four randomly distrib-

uted outcomes of the Bell-state measurement at the sender in a deter-
ministic way (instead of using post-selection) we use high-fidelity
dispersive single-shot qubit readout enabled by the Josephson para-
metric amplifier operated in the phase-preserving mode30. In this
mode we achieve a probability of (81.86 0.5)% to correctly identify
all four pairs of basis states, by amplifying and recording both quad-
rature amplitudes (I,Q) of the detected electromagnetic field at the cost
of adding at least the vacuum noise to the input signal. Correlating the
four single-shot Bell-statemeasurement outcomes at the senderwith the
single-shotmeasurement outcomes at the receiver, and performing state
and process tomography, we find an average deterministic output-state
fidelity of the transferred state of �F det

s ~ 77:1+1:2ð Þ% and an average
process fidelity of �F det

p ~ 65:5+1:1ð Þ%, well above the classical limits of
2/3 and 1/2, respectively. The process matrices (Fig. 3b) prominently
show the characteristic features of the expected processes. The fidelities
obtainedwith thismethod are lower than for the post-selected teleporta-
tion, because of the lower fidelity of the deterministic Bell-state readout.
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Figure 3 | State-transfer process matrix for quantum teleportation. The
experimentally obtained (solid bars) absolute values of the process matrices |x |
describing the state transfer from Q1 to Q3 by teleportation are displayed for
post-selection on any single one of the Bell-measurement outcomes 00, 01, 10

and 11 (a), simultaneous deterministic measurement of all four outcomes
(b), and with feed-forward (c). The respective process fidelities are indicated in
black boxes. The ideal |x | is indicated by wire frames.
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To complete the teleportation protocol we have analysed the deter-
ministic Bell-state measurement in real time by using fast electronics
based on a field programmable gate array (FPGA). Digitally defining
two thresholds for the single-shot measurements of the quadrature
amplitudes I andQperformed at the senderwe realize the feed-forward
(ff) step in about 500ns, in which the rotations I,X, ~YX (5Z), ~Y are
applied conditioned on the four Bell-state measurement outcomes 00,
01, 10 and 11. We analysed more than 270,000 single-shot experiments
and find a deterministic state-transfer fidelity of �F f f

s ~ 68:8+0:5ð Þ%
with a process fidelity F f f

p ~ 53:2+0:5ð Þ%, close to but clearly above
the classical thresholds (Fig. 3c). The limited fidelity can be traced back
to the fidelities of single-qubit and two-qubit operations, the readout
fidelities and the time required for the feed-forward in relation to the
coherence times of the qubits used.
When averaging and appropriately normalizing the measurement

results of Q3 directly in the FPGA, we are able to circumvent the
limited single-shot readout fidelity of Q3. In this case, the determinis-
tically teleported states including the feed-forward step have an aver-
age fidelity of �F av

s ~ 77:4+0:2ð Þ%, with a corresponding process
fidelity of F av

p ~ 62:2+0:3ð Þ%.
To characterize the feed-forward process only, we have prepared

separable input states (j00æ, j01æ, j10æ and j11æ) of Q1 and Q2, and
arbitrary states jyæ of Q3. The input states measured and digitally
analysed at the sender are then used to actuate the feed-forward.
The fidelity of the resulting state of Q3 subject to feed-forward was
determined to be �Fs~ 79:5+1:5ð Þ% with a corresponding process
fidelity ofF p~ 72:4+1:5ð Þ%. These results also indicate that this type
of deterministic feed-forward can in principle be used for demonstrat-
ing error correction in future experiments, if high enough fidelities can
be realized.
These results, in conjunction with continuing improvements in

coherence time3, advances in circuit design and operation, and the
potential for using propagating microwave photons, form a solid
ground for future progress in quantum information processing and
quantum communication with superconducting circuits.

METHODS SUMMARY
The teleportation protocol (Fig. 1b) is implemented using the pulse scheme
depicted in Extended Data Fig. 1. Single-qubit rotations are realized by 12 ns long
resonantmicrowave pulses. Controlled-PHASE gates are implemented by shifting
one of the two qubits’ transition frequencies to the avoided level crossing between
the j11æ and j02æ states. For single-shot measurements, the output signals of reso-
nators R1 and R3 are amplified using Josephson parametric amplifiers. For the
experiments in which we post-select on an individual Bell state, we operate the
parametric amplifier in the phase-sensitive mode. This allows us to distinguish
the state j00æ from all other states by analysing the integrated measurement signal
(Extended Data Fig. 2a). In the experiments in which we simultaneously distin-
guish between all four Bell states, the parametric amplifier is used in the phase-
preservingmode, in which both quadratures of the transmitted field are amplified.
By adjusting the pump and readout powers we maximize the distinguishability of
all four states by their respective quadrature amplitudes in the complex plane
(Extended Data Fig. 2b). To implement the feed-forward, all measurement data
are analysed in real-time in an FPGA with custom firmware. Depending on the
measurement outcome, the FPGA triggers up to two arbitrary waveform genera-
tors, which realizeX andY rotations.We characterize the state transfer fromQ1 to
Q3 with full process tomography by performing state tomography on the output
state for four different linearly independent input states (Extended Data Fig. 3).
We also use the teleportation protocol to verify the entanglement between Q2 and
Q3 using six mutually unbiased input basis states.

OnlineContentAny additionalMethods, ExtendedData display itemsandSource
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Sample parameters.The sample consists of three superconducting coplanarwave-
guide resonators and three qubits of the transmon type31 as depicted in Fig. 2. The
resonators R1 and R3 have bare resonance frequencies nr5 {7.657, 9.677}GHz,
respectively. They are coupled by gap and finger capacitors to their input and
output lines. The overcoupled resonator decay rates are measured to be k/2p5
{2.4, 2.5}MHz. The coupling capacitances are designed asymmetrically such that
the decay rate through the input port is approximately 100-fold lower than through
the output port. The resonator R2 is not coupled to any input or output line. Its
resonance frequency is about 8.7GHzand its decay rate is expected tobe close to the
internal decay rate32. From spectroscopic measurements we determine the maxi-
mum transition frequencies nmax5 {6.273, 7.373, 8.390}GHz and charging ener-
gies EC/h5 {0.297, 0.303, 0.287}GHz of the qubits Q1, Q2 and Q3, respectively,
where h is Planck’s constant.
Qubits Q1 and Q2 are coupled to resonator R1 with coupling strengths

g/2p5 {0.260, 0.180}GHz, and Q3 is coupled to resonator R3 with a coupling
strength of g/2p5 0.240GHz. The coupling of Q2 andQ3 to R2 is estimated from
the transverse coupling strength (see below) to be g/2p5 0.2GHz each.
For the presented experiments, the qubits were tuned to idle state transition

frequencies n5 {4.657, 5.390, 6.342}GHz with miniature superconducting coils
mounted underneath the chip33. At these frequencies we have determined their
energy relaxation T15 {5.1, 3.1, 2.6}ms and coherence timesT25 {1.0, 1.1, 1.7}ms.
Pulse scheme. All biased qubits and resonators are separated in frequency from
each other by at least 750MHz to suppress cross-talk.
Theprotocol (Fig. 1b) is implementedwith thepulse schemedepicted inExtended

Data Fig. 1. Single-qubit rotations are implemented by resonant Gaussian-shaped
DRAG34,35microwave pulses 12ns longwith an average fidelity ofmore than 98% as
determined by randomized benchmarking36. The controlled-PHASE gate is imple-
mented by shifting the qubits with fast magnetic flux pulses to the avoided level
crossing between the j11æ and j02æ states of the involved qubits7,37. The transverse
coupling strengths of JQ1,Q211,02

�

2p~12:2 MHz (between qubits Q1 and Q2) and
JQ2,Q311,02

�

2p~10:4 MHz (between Q2 and Q3) lead to pulse lengths for the CPHASE

gates of t5 {40.9, 47.9} ns, respectively.
The Bell measurement (Extended Data Fig. 1, red elements) allows us to map

any of the four Bell states to the j00æ state by adding p-pulses to Q1 and Q2 to flip
their states just before starting themeasurement. Insteadof applying thesep-pulses
directly, we change the phases of the preceding p/2-pulses accordingly, which can
easily be verified to be equivalent.
Qubit readout. To realize single-shot measurements, the output signals of reso-
nators R1 and R3 are amplified by dedicated Josephson parametric amplifiers9,38.
The parametric amplifiers are similar to that used in ref. 30. They are realized as
l/4 coplanar waveguide resonators terminated by an array of 11 superconducting
quantum interferencedevices (SQUIDs),whichprovide thenecessarynonlinearity
and make the operation frequencies tunable by miniature superconducting coils
on the bottom of the sample holder39. The maximum frequencies for the two
parametric amplifiers are nmax5 {8.349, 10.141}GHz for R1 and R3, respectively.
To provide a fast response, large input capacitors were fabricated that resulted in a
measured Josephson parametric amplifier line width of k/2p5 {334, 548}MHz
in the linear regime. For the experiments the parametric amplifiers were tuned to
have a maximum gain of G5 {20.4, 20.6} dB with a 3-dB bandwidth of B/2p5
{16, 85}MHz at frequencies nexp5 {7.686, 9.737}GHz.
For the experiments in which we post-selected on an individual Bell state, the

transmission of R1wasmeasured at the readout frequency nro5 7.686GHz, which
is themean value of the effective resonator frequencies for the qubits Q1 andQ2 in
the state j00æ and j01æ. The parametric amplifier is used in the phase-sensitive
mode by tuning its transition frequency such that themaximumgainwas achieved
at the readout frequency nro at which it was also pumped. Preparing the four
computational basis states j00æ, j01æ, j10æ and j11æ, applying a measurement tone
to R1 and integrating the amplified transmission signal for 280ns resulted in a
distribution of the integrated measurement signals as shown in Extended Data
Fig. 2a.Weoptimized for the readout contrast between the j00æ and all other states.
In this way, the mean values of the distributions of the integrated signals for the
states j00æ, j10æ (Extended Data Fig. 2a) have the largest separation. However, as a
result of the finite qubit lifetime, some of the j01æ and j10æ states decay into the
ground state and are visible in the data as such. We choose a threshold for the
integrated quadrature values to discriminate 00 from all other measurement out-
comes 01, 10 and 11 with a fidelity of 91.06 0.2%.
In the experiments in which we are able to distinguish between all four Bell

states simultaneously, the readout frequency nro 5 7.683GHz is chosen to be the
mean of the effective resonator frequencies for the qubits Q1 and Q2 in the state
j01æ and j10æ. The parametric amplifier is used in the phase-preserving mode by
detuning the pump frequency by 6.25MHz from the readout frequency. In this
way the gainG5 18.4 dB at the readout frequency and the effective bandwidth are

smaller than for phase-sensitive amplification, but both quadratures of the trans-
mitted field are amplified. By preparing the computational basis states and record-
ing the integrated transmitted signals of both quadratures (I,Q) simultaneously,
we can map every measurement outcome to a point on the complex plane. By
adjusting the pump power and the readout power we find settings that maximize
the distinguishability of all four states by their location in the complex plane.
Adjusting the phase of the local oscillator and implementing small linear offsets

directly in the FPGAwe are able to choose the I5 0 andQ5 0 axes of the complex
plane as thresholds to identify the four different output states in real time
(ExtendedData Fig. 2b). By assigning our best estimate of the corresponding states
to every measurement outcome according to a quadrant in the I–Q plane, we
identify (81.86 0.5)% of the prepared states correctly. The probabilities of either
correctly identifying a prepared state or misidentifying it as a different state are
listed in Extended Data Table 1 for all four input basis states.
Feed-forward.To implement the feed-forward, allmeasurement data are analysed
in real-time in an FPGA with custom firmware. Depending on the measurement
outcome, the FPGA triggers up to two different arbitrary waveform generators
(AWGs), which realize X and ~Y rotations. To optimize the readout fidelity and
minimize the time needed for data analysis, we calibrate the phase of the down-
conversion local oscillator to rotate the readout data of Q1 and Q2 such that the
four different states can be distinguished by thresholds parallel to the I andQ axes
of the complex plane.An additional small offset is subtracted digitally such that the
assignment of a measured signal to a given state is based solely on the quadrant of
the complex plane it lies in (see Extended Data Fig. 2b).
We integrate the signal for 160ns to achieve the desired signal-to-noise ratio.

This choice of integration time also digitally filters out the parametric amplifier
pump tone, which is detuned by 6.25MHz from the measurement tone. We
experimentally determine a maximum readout fidelity by starting the integration
time 140ns after the initial rise of the pulsed measurement tone applied to the
resonator. The FPGA used for data analysis and the AWGused for generating the
feed-forward pulses introduce a combined delay of 140ns; the total cable delay is
65 ns. As a result, the conditional rotations are applied to Q3 505ns after the
measurement tone has been applied to the readout resonator R1 (Extended
Data Fig. 1). To mitigate dephasing of Q3 during this feed-forward delay time,
we apply a series of four dynamical decoupling pulses to Q3.
We have also fully characterized the fidelity of the feed-forward process. After

preparing the state indicated in the rows of ExtendedData Table 2 and performing
the conditional rotations indicated in the columns of Extended Data Table 2, the
fidelity of the applied feed-forward process was determined. The diagonal ele-
ments indicate the fidelity of the desired feed-forward operations occurring with
the probabilities shown in Extended Data Table 1. The off-diagonal elements
indicate the fidelity of the unwanted rotations occurring with a smaller probability
(Extended Data Table 1) but a similar fidelity.
Efficiency of the teleportation protocol. The total efficiency of the implemented
teleportation protocol is close to unity. The main limitation is currently set by the
heralding process of the initial ground state of all qubits. Before each individual
experimental realization of the teleportation protocol, we apply a measurement
tone 500ns long to both resonators, to verify that all the qubits are in their ground
states. This heralds the ground state with a total efficiency of more than 80% when
using theparametric amplifiers in the phase-sensitivemode. In thephase-preserving
mode we herald the ground state with,65% probability while performing single-
shot readout. This is in stark contrast to experiments in which optical photons are
used as qubits, where the maximal reported efficiency is 0.1% (ref. 40). Using active
initialization schemes for superconducting circuits41–45, the efficiency of future
experiments can probably be improved to approach 100% for sufficiently long qubit
coherence times.
State and process tomography. To characterize the state transfer from Q1 to Q3
we performed full process tomography29. Performing state tomography on the
output state jyoutæ for four different input states jyinæ5 j0æ, j1æ, 0j iz 1j ið Þ

�

H2,
0j i{i 1j ið Þ

�

H2 (Extended Data Fig. 3), we obtain the process matrix x through
linear inversion. In state tomography wemeasure a state prepared repeatedly with
a set of orthogonal measurement operators realized by applying either no pulse, a
p/2-pulse about the x or y axis or ap-pulse to the qubit beforemeasurement of itsZ
eigenstate.
Entanglement verification in a teleportation protocol. The initial shared two-
qubit state was characterized by performing state tomography immediately after
its generation, instead of continuing the teleportation protocol. The resulting Bell
state has a fidelity of 92% and a concurrence of 0.89, demonstrating the entangled
nature of the state. In addition it is also possible to use the teleportation protocol
itself as method for entanglement verification46. If the average output-state fidelity
for sixmutually unbiased input basis states is above the classical threshold of 2/3, it
unambiguously shows that the two parties shared an entangled state, even if one
has no knowledge about the details of the protocol itself. We performed the
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teleportation experiment with feed-forward also with the six mutually unbiased
input basis states jyinæ5 j0æ, j1æ, 0j iz 1j ið Þ

�

H2, 0j i{i 1j ið Þ
�

H2, 0j i{ 1j ið Þ
�

H2
and 0j izi 1j ið Þ

�

H2 and foundanaverageoutput-state fidelity �F f f
s ~ 69:3+0:1ð Þ%

with a process fidelity F f f
p ~ 53:9+0:1ð Þ%.

Error budget.The finite coherence and dephasing times of our qubits are a source
of error that limits the output-state fidelity. The fidelity of the measurement of Q3
through R3 affects the state fidelity of jyoutæ directly. From the measured prob-
abilities of correctly identifying the states j0æ and j1æ onQ3we calculate the limit of
the output-state fidelity through this source of error to be �Fs~94%. In addition,
themisidentification of the Bell states of Q1 andQ2 leads to an effective dephasing
of jyoutæ. This limits the fidelity further to �Fs~89% and �Fs~84% for the respect-
ive cases inwhichwe post-select on one Bell state only and inwhichwe distinguish
all Bell states with each measurement. Because both of these numbers are about
7–8% higher than the actually measured fidelities, it is plausible to assign the
remaining errors to the limited gate fidelities. Determining the gate errors inde-
pendently shows that we perform single-qubit operations with a fidelity greater
than 98% and create Bell states with a fidelity of 92% using two-qubit CPHASE gates
with a process fidelity of 90%.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Pulse sequence of the teleportation protocol with
feed-forward. The pulses implement the creation of an entangled pair between
Q2 and Q3 (blue), the preparation of the state to be teleported on Q1 (green),
the basis transformation from the Bell to the computational basis and the
subsequent readout ofQ1 andQ2 (red), the dynamical decoupling (DD) pulses,
conditional rotations and the state tomography on Q3 (green). Gaussian-
shaped sinusoids represent the microwave pulses applied to the respective
charge bias lines of the qubits; sinusoids on the resonators represent the readout

tones; and the squares labelled CPHASE represent the flux pulses that shift the
frequency of a qubit to implement a controlled-PHASE gate between themarked
qubits, where the interaction ismediated through the resonator indicatedwith a
bar of the same colour as the flux pulse. The inset shows the time used for
implementing the conditional feed-forward rotations. The total feed-forward
time is the sum of the ramp-up time of the measurement tone, the integration
time of themeasurement signal and the delay times induced by the FPGA signal
processing, the AWG trigger and the cables.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Characterization of the joint readout of Q1 and
Q2. a, Histogram of the integrated signal quadrature-amplitude amplified
phase-sensitively when preparing the states |00æ (blue), |01æ (red), |10æ
(yellow) and |11æ (green). b, Scatter plot of integrated (I,Q) quadratures of the
measurement signal amplified in the phase-preserving mode when preparing
the states |00æ (blue), |01æ (red), |10æ (yellow) and |11æ (green).
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Characterization of the output states. Real (blue)
and imaginary (red) parts of the reconstructed density matrices of the state
|youtæ for the indicated input states |yinæ obtained from state tomographywhen
(a) post-selecting data on a 00 outcome of the Bell measurement (b) using

averaged readout onQ3while performing fully deterministic teleportationwith
feed-forward. The ideally expected outcomes are indicated with wireframes.
The state fidelities are indicated in the black boxes.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Success probabilities for the joint readout

Probabilities of identifyingprepared input states (rows) as the indicated output state (columns). Correct

identifications are diagonal elements; misidentifications are off-diagonal elements.
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ExtendedData Table 2 | Process fidelities of the feed-forwardpulses

After preparing the indicated input states (rows) and performing the conditional operations (columns),

the fidelity of the expected process is determined (elements of the table). The rows indicate the fidelity

of the performed rotation conditioned on the measurement result of Q1 and Q2, which occur with the

probabilities shown in Extended Data Table 1.
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